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Abstract
Many developers have designed their own architecture for installing the cloud computing infrastructure. The existing cloud computing
architectures differs in many ways. Security has been the serious issue as client related data and processing is un-dertaken using the infrastructure provided by third party service providers varies greatly. It is necessary to know the extent of inclusion of security into the
cloud computing system and then find the best architecture that includes best and tight security system.
In this paper, a comparison of existing architectures from the perspective of inclusion of security infrastructure within cloud computing
system is presented along with a comprehensive architecture that is included with every aspect of security taking into account the most of
the vulnerabilities
Keywords:Cloud Computing; Security Infrastructure; Cloud Computing Architectures; Enforcing Security among Cloud Computing Systems.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is basically service model deployed over internet
to provided services to the end users. The main objective of cloud
computing technology is to ensure availability, high reliability and
scalability of infrastructural facilities which include hardware,
software, platforms, services and software which could be distributed to different computing locations. No standard definition as
such has been defined and being followed as yet.

2. Related work
Various kinds of components are considered into a cloud computing system architecture which essentially explains the way the
components are structured and the way the communication happens among the components. The components considered and
placed in the architecture include cloud resources, services, middleware, application and system software. Nothing about the
hardware as such is described in architecture. The architecture
explains the properties of the software objects and the relationships between the objects.
The architecture that explains the cloud computinginfrastructureshall deal with various aspects that include Xaas Structures,
platform adaption, structuring cloud services, structuring cloud
components,
relationship
between
various
components,Communicating between the objects, middleware that address the heterogeneity that exists among the communicating objects or to work like a broker between the user and the backend
computing system, Deploying and managing security components
and to be able check varous legal issue especially when related to
exporting data across the continents[1].

3. Literature survey
Many components exist within the cloud infrastructure. Data storage and retrieval is made available as a service the user. When it
comes to the data confidentially of the same is important. Every
component has an architecture that is built into overall cloud computing architecture. Many storage devices that are either supported
on the servers or the network storage devices are clustered to form
the total storage. Dedicated software running on one of the server
is made responsible to manage the storage in terms of allocation,
storing the user data and retrieval of the data as per user requirements. The software also deals with providing access rights to the
user for availing the data services and revoking the same when the
service is completed.
Security has been the most important issue when it comes to data
storage and retrieval and also transmitting the same to the end user
over the internet. Security is also the issue when the Data transfer
from the user to the cloud is implemented.
Cloud storage is not just the data supported on a server as in a
conventional system.Cloud storage as such includes network devices, storage devices, servers, applications, public access interface, client programs and similar such systems. A sub-system is
implemented that manages the storage in the cloud computing
environment
Clustered storage architecture is generally implemented for
providing efficient storage services and also to support scalability
and fault tolerant data storage and retrieval systems. The cloud
storage resources are generally organized as a cluster, a grid or a
distributed file system. The connecting network and the storage
management software together provide the data storage services to
the end users.
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Providing the user the easy access and high performance data
services are the main objectives of cloud computing systems when
it comes to the data storage and retrieval. The storage infrastructure provided in cloud computing systems is homogenous and
supported on homogenous platforms while that not being the case
now. A heterogeneous cloud storage infrastructure management
has been presented [2].
Customers enters into service level agreements (SLA) with cloud
computing service providers for want of various kind of service
that are related infrastructure, platform and software provisioning.
The services required and the quality of the services required differs a lot from user to user. Resource management systems generally do not follow SLA for managing the resources leading to
some kind of rendering less quality services to the end users. SLA
based resource allocation provides very high quality of fata storage services.
Customer driven approaches are mostly needed for providing
quality services to the end users. The customer oriented service
management, management of computational risk, autonomic resource management needs to be integrated into market base resource management. This will help in adapting to the rapidly
changing services requirement scenario.
An architecture has been presents that considers the management
of the requires in accordance with SLAs. Architecture has been
proposed which is based on market driven policies and virtualization technologies which supports in providing flexible allocation
of services [3].
Virtualized services which are dynamically scalable are provided
to the users through a service model supported by cloud computing technologies. No standard as such exists as on date for implementing cloud computing solutions. Much architecture is being
used for building cloud computing systems. The requirements of
the users are to be found first and then classify the same based on
some criteria. It has been shown that some features required by the
users such as the requirements for storage, software, platform,
securing the data etc., play a vital role in defining the architectures
which should be used for building cloud computing infrastructure
[4].
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In this paper, we would like to consider important architectural
requirements for Cloudcomputing systems from the point of view
of enterprise users, such as infrastructure, storage, scalability,
compliance and security. These considerations provide a guideline
for creating architectural mechanism that will be helpful for software architects and developers while designing Cloud based applications.
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5. Investigations and findings
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6. Conclusion
Comparison of existing architectures from the perspective of inclusion of security infrastructure within cloud computing system
was Investigated along with a comprehensive architecture that is
included with every aspect of security taking into account the most
of the vulnerabilities.
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